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?th April 1923.

E* B* Doming, nee*,
Bell Ingham, "hash.
Deai' Mr Doming£I am in receipt of yours of the 5th inst., aad note
you did not have any talk with lv fortmann about Fraser river propagation matters*
I sp-ont tho greater part of to~day with Messrs
Eamewell, Pins and Bla)~Oj discussing ths Puget Seund-Fraser situation
With them, and subsequently %vc had a couple of the local canners
join us.
The above named gentlemen left on the afternoon train for
Seattle, and Mr Sims said they would discuss the situation with dr
ScCord, and would like you to coo the latter gentleman the first
time yon are in Seattle.
The fact that Canada has formerly ratified the proposed international trsay puts them in the position that --ending
notification from the American government aa to its intention either
to withdraw or ratify ths d?id treaty, their hands arc tied.
It
would be infra dig for them to meanwhile recognise your local state
government, aa such action would imply a belief that ths If* B* did
not intend to abide by ths Pretty entered into by its commissioners.
That such belief may be well founded does not alter the situation
the Canadian government Is concerned*
Under the circumstances your Fish Board and our
axithorith.fi
haro no ir. ddiate chance of getting together*
a»
On ths other hand immediate action is necessary to obtain the best
results.
It was therefore -proposed that a point meeting or" the
fishing interests of the Sound and Fraser river should meet as soon
as possible, and mutually agree on satisfactory regulations.
;}mn
this was done our canners could ask the Dominion government to
bring dews as Drdor-in-Conneil making the proposed sew regulations
lawful, and your canners could ask the Fish Board to take like
action.
In this way tho desired results could be accomplished
without stepping on governmental toes or creating any diplomatical
breach.
It was left for to-day's visitors to see the Sound
canners and arrange for a date - next week if possible - for the
joint meeting, and we hope to hear shortly that this has boss done.
is regards propagation work your Board was anxious
that they be allowed by our government to directly participate in
this work in British Columbia*
he pointed out to them that Canada
would never consent to this, for the dual reasons that it would be
establishing for the State of hashington a xxaxsiity. proprietary
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interest in the fish, and that it would imply that Canada was usable
to administer its fishery resources without accepting assistance
from a foreign government*
Either of these reasons would prevent
the d. S. government from permitting Canada to help then if our
positions were reversed, and It would only delay and complicate
matters if your Board stood out for their plan of action*
On the other hand there were two ways that the
desired results could be attained, without causing any hitch or
erbarassment•
First, let the 'private scheme we have been working
en go into effect, and have your Fish Board refund the PugOt Sound
Contributors - slther by rebates, grants or subsidies - ~c that the
cost would be distributed over all thjbse Interested*
Or, second,
have the Fish Board themselves incorporate a private company under
the daws of British Columbia, on tue same lines we proposed, and
outside of dummy shareholders nore, have the Board owfti all of ths
capital stock of the company.
In this way they would "save the
faco" of our government, would control their own funds, and would
enable them to sp)end on propagation in this province tho founds they
have available for that purpose.
Or perhaps in order to make their
position still more secure they might become shareholders in the
company to an extent equal to their average percentage of the pack
for a certain number of the past few years.
Canadian Interests to
bo shareholders in proportion to their nereentngr.
dessrs damswell Sims and Blake thought the first
of these plans would prove unworkable, but that the second one could
be put into effect*
I sincerely trixst so and that no time will be
lost in arriving at a decision as work should cennence shortly.
5?hey wished to know what prefprese urn: meantime
being made with our private scheme*
I told them that all the Sound
and Fraser canners were comnitted to war fchs pi,500. for Clanton and
0^ :,ulloy to made their inspection trip arc bring in an estimate of
What adequate work would cost.
This I expected would get under way
within a few days* and would have to be done no matter whetlier tho
canners as a body, or the Fish hoard, carried, the larger programme
into effect*
Phis v;or.:i of course could not be held up while the
main question was being decided, and as ths cost tc each Banner was
relatively small I did not anticipate any of them would fall down
on their,promises of last dovoubcr.
Yours very tr^rly

HD/.

